
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Market-Based Rates for Public Utilities Docket No. RM04-7-000 

POST-TECHNICAL CONFERENCE COMMENTS 
OF THE TRANSMISSION ACCESS POLICY STUDY 

GROUP 

Pursuant to the Commission’s December 9, 2004 notice inviting comments, the 

Transmission Access Policy Study Group (“TAPS”) submits these post-technical 

conference comments to follow-up on the December 7 technical conference on 

transmission market power issues. 

TAPS presented Ms. Anne Kimber as its witness at the December 7 technical 

conference.  Ms. Kimber described in detail the struggles of small Iowa cities to obtain 

the transmission required to access alternative, competitively-priced supplies of power to 

replace contracts that were ending.  As Ms. Kimber’s testimony highlights, the Order 888 

OATT does not fully mitigate a vertically-integrated transmission provider’s ability to 

use its control over transmission to exercise market power; notwithstanding the tariff, 

transmission dependent utilities do not have effective access to a competitive market.  

The Commission should find that the maintenance of transmission insufficient to support 

a competitive market is an exercise of transmission market power, including in support of 

the transmission provider’s own generation.1  To remedy such exercise of market power, 

                                                 

1 See Transcript at 13-21 (opening statement) and 48-92 (Q&A); see also Written Statement of Anne 
Kimber on behalf of MMTG and TAPS for the December 7 Technical Conference, filed December 7, 2004 
available at http://elibrary.ferc.gov/idmws/common/OpenNat.asp?fileID=10328815 (last viewed January 
21, 2005). 
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and ensure just and reasonable wholesale rates, the Commission needs to adopt remedies 

that will ensure just and reasonable wholesale rates.  Such remedies should include: 

1. Where lack of ATC forecloses access to competitive alternatives to the dominant 
vertically-integrated transmission owner (“TO”), market-based rates should not be 
allowed and cost-based sales should be offered.  The Commission must impose cost-
based regulation, coupled with an obligation to serve where, as in the case of the Iowa 
cities Ms. Kimber described, they have no where else to turn because the TO has 
failed to support a robust grid.   

2. The Commission should enforce the OATT’s existing requirement that the TO plan 
and construct the system to accommodate the network customer’s existing and 
planned network resources.2  A vertically-integrated transmission owner that fails to 
do so must be held accountable, e.g., by requiring it to accommodate the network 
customer’s timely designation of a new network resource even where such 
accommodation would require redispatching of the TO’s own resources, with the 
associated redispatch costs shared on a load ratio basis (in accordance with OATT § 
34.4).  An additional accountability measure is the imposition of rate of return 
penalties, e.g., setting ROE at the lower end of the reasonable range, on existing 
transmission plant where the utility fails to build needed new transmission capacity. 

3. Tie the grant of market-based rates even outside a vertically-integrated utility’s 
transmission system to affording customers within, or directly affected by the failure 
to add to, the transmission system cost-effective access to competitive alternatives.  
Where captive transmission customers are foreclosed from access to, or being 
accessed by, the broader market, the resulting wholesale rate cannot be deemed 
lawful.  The wholesale rate is unduly discriminatory and preferential because it is 
unavailable to those purchasers whose access to the broader market (where the TO’s 
market rate operates) has been denied by the TO and is available only to purchasers 
who do not depend upon the TO’s transmission system.  It is unjust and unreasonable 
because cutting off the captive customer from the broader market distorts that market 
by artificially reducing its size and scope, including through blocking competitive 
merchant generators’ access to potential wholesale customers.3 

                                                 

2 In response to Commissioner Kelliher’s questions at Tr. 89, TAPS notes that the OATT already imposes a 
clear planning and construction obligation on the transmission providers.  OATT § 28.2 obligates 
Transmission Providers to plan and “endeavor to construct and place into service sufficient transmission 
capacity to deliver the Network Customer’s Network Resources to serve its Network Load on a basis 
comparable to the Transmission Provider’s delivery of its own generating and purchased resources to its 
Native Load Customers.”  See also Preamble to OATT Part III (“Network Integration Transmission Service 
allows the Network Customer to integrate, economically dispatch and regulate its current and planned 
Network Resources to serve its Network Load in a manner comparable to that in which the Transmission 
Provider utilizes its Transmission System to service its Native Load Customers”). 
3 See also Testimony of Steve Schleimer for Calpine Corporation at December 7, 2005 Technical 
Conference at 207:  “But I also think that, you know, there is potential FERC angle, and that is to the extent 
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4. Clarify and strengthen the concept of network customer rollover rights under OATT 
§ 2.2 so that it encompasses reasonable access to sources other than those from which 
the customer is currently served.  Such rights would reinforce an obligation to plan to 
enable such usage.  They would also be consistent with the assumption underlying the 
Commission’s control area-based approach to relevant markets—that transmission is 
readily available within the host control area if there is access to the border.4  

5. Tie the grant of market-based rates to the demonstrated willingness of vertically-
integrated transmission owners to make upgrades that allow customers cost-effective 
access to competitive alternatives.5 

6. Tie the grant of market-based rates to the demonstrated willingness of vertically-
integrated transmission owners to jointly plan with their network customers as well as 
on a regional basis,6 and to permit such customers to invest in the transmission 
system on a comparable basis.   

Orally and in her written comments, Ms. Kimber referred to the TAPS White 

Paper, “Effective Solutions for Getting Needed Transmission Built at Reasonable Cost” 

(TAPS White Paper, June 2004).7  As described in Ms. Kimber’s Written Statement, the 

White Paper takes an in-depth look at the reasons that transmission investment has been 

lagging in recent years, ways to increase transmission investment, and ways to pay for 

                                                                                                                                                 

that the utility wants to have market-based rates and participate in the wholesale competitive markets 
outside of its service territory, it has to have a wholesale competitive market inside its service territory.”   
4 The transmission assumptions used to measure market power must assess the transmission realistically 
available to customers—ATC, not simultaneously available TTC less the TO’s firm reservations. 
5 In response to Staff’s question at Tr. 152, TAPS notes that not only would it be appropriate to tie market-
based rates to infrastructure development, but there is precedent for such an approach, as well as the 
redispatch approach noted in item 2 above.  For example, in the context of a Section 203 proceeding 
pertaining to Oklahoma Gas & Electric’s purchase of an NRG generating facility, the Commission 
approved a settlement agreement that requires OG&E to construct transmission upgrades in the form of a 
“600 MW bridge” to improve competitive supplier access to the market, and pending such construction, to 
redispatch OG&E generation to enable competitors to sell power (up to 600 MW and subject to reliability 
constraints) to any wholesale customer in the OG&E control area.  Oklahoma Gas & Electric Company, et 
al., 108 F.E.R.C. ¶ 61,004 (2004). 
6 At minimum, the Commission should reduce the current incentive for TOs to avoid joint planning, by 
modifying OATT § 30.9 so that where the transmission owner declines to engage in joint planning needed 
to serve the customer, credits will be deemed appropriate if the facilities are constructed by the network 
customer. 
7 TAPS June 2004 White Paper, available at 
http://www.tapsgroup.org/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/effectivesolutions.pdf (last viewed January 21, 
2005). 
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increased transmission investment, while minimizing costs to consumers.  It outlines two 

models that have a track record of facilitating transmission investment necessary to 

accommodate new large-scale network resources that are remote from load centers.8  One 

structural solution is the inclusive, stand-alone transmission company, open to ownership 

by all area utilities.  Inclusive stand-alone companies, such as American Transmission 

Company, have successfully attracted investor capital and enjoy solid credit ratings.  The 

other structural solution is the shared or joint transmission system, of which examples 

exist in Georgia, Indiana, and the Upper Midwest, where two or more neighboring 

utilities contribute their transmission facilities to create a combined system.  Where open 

to all LSEs in an area, these models expand sources of capital, reduce regulatory 

conflicts, and facilitate siting through joint planning, ownership and operation of the 

transmission grid. 

The solutions proposed in the White Paper help to ensure that transmission rates 

are just and reasonable, as required by the FPA.  Refusals to expand the transmission 

system, including through joint planning and construction, facilitate monopolization and 

limit the capacity of the grid.  Such output (or in this case “throughput”) restrictions raise 

consumer costs and reduce consumer welfare, leading to unjust and unreasonable 

transmission rates.  Further, the maintenance of a constrained system increases 

congestion costs, thus raising transmission usage charges above just and reasonable 

                                                 

8 The TAPS White Paper also advocates an open, regional, planning process to ensure cost-effective and 
efficient solutions, while facilitating siting.  TAPS endorses regional rates that reflect the characteristics of 
high voltage, “backbone” transmission lines; spreading the costs of such lines across a region (rather than 
just locally) would match the broad regional benefits obtained, and reduce opposition from local consumers 
and state regulators.  Finally, TAPS suggests a number of regulatory solutions to reduce risks and therefore 
the costs of grid investment, and attract capital from large investor pools, such as pension funds, looking 
for stable, close to fixed-rate returns. 
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levels.  In both cases, the resulting distorted power supply markets produce unjust and 

unreasonable wholesale rates. 

To ensure that the record in this proceeding is complete, we attach an electronic 

copy of the TAPS White Paper. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Cynthia S. Bogorad 
Robert C. McDiarmid 
Cynthia S. Bogorad 
Mark S. Hegedus 

Attorneys for  
Transmission Access Policy Study 
Group 

Law Offices of: 
Spiegel & McDiarmid 
1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC  20036 
(202) 879-4000 

January 21, 2005 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The interstate transmission grid needs billions of dollars

of new investment to provide essential reliability and to

make competitive electricity markets work.  Over the 

last twenty years, investment in transmission has fallen 

increasingly behind previous levels.  There are a number 

of reasons for this failure to invest, including regulatory

uncertainty, unpopularity of siting, retail rate freezes, cost

responsibility disputes, internal competition for capital in

vertically integrated utilities and fear of competition.  We

must reverse this trend and take steps that will get needed

new transmission built promptly at reasonable cost.  This

White Paper proposes a comprehensive set of structural

changes and regulatory actions to remedy this critical 

problem.

One successful structural solution is the "transmission-

only" company, open to ownership by all load-serving 

entities ("LSEs") that depend on the grid.  Such a company

can grow its business only by investing in transmission and

is not burdened by the internal competition for capital that

occurs within vertically integrated, investor-owned utilities.

Nor is a transmission-only company faced with the disin-

centive to construct that is present for transmission owners

that also own generation.  Current examples of transmis-

sion-only companies include the American Transmission

Company in Wisconsin and the Vermont Electric Power

Company.

3

Another successful structural model is the shared or joint

system.  By agreement, the transmission facilities of two or

more LSEs are combined into a single system.  Each partici-

pating LSE has the obligation to invest in new transmission

facilities on a proportionate basis.  Successful examples of

this approach are in effect in Georgia, Indiana and the

Upper Midwest.

Where open to all LSEs in an area, these models expand

sources of capital, reduce regulatory conflict and facilitate

siting through joint planning, ownership and operation of

the transmission grid.

In addition to working with other policymakers to strong-

ly encourage inclusive stand-alone transmission companies

and shared systems, regulators should take a number of

other actions that will facilitate needed grid investment,

while minimizing the cost to consumers.  They should:

(1) provide for current recovery of reasonable 
pre-certification expenses, and include 
construction-work-in-progress ("CWIP") in 
rate base, to reduce risk and improve cash 
flow, without increasing life-cycle costs to 
customers; 

(2) align transmission costs and revenues through 
formula rates to eliminate regulatory lag; 

(3) set equity returns and require use of capital 
structures that reflect regulated transmission’s 
low-risk profile;



(4) develop new financing strategies to access 
investors seeking the stable, annuity-like 
returns that transmission can provide; 

(5) require bidding of the capital requirements 
for new major improvements (debt and equity 
return, capital structure, depreciation and 
taxes) where a vertically integrated transmis-
sion owner refuses to build without an 
above-market "incentive" return or rates 
reflecting accelerated depreciation;

(6) allocate the cost of high voltage, backbone 
transmission on a regional basis to spread the 
cost burden and match cost responsibility to 
the broad regional benefits that will be realized 
from a robust grid; 

(7) require regional, least-cost transmission 
planning for major additions; and

(8) set performance-based rates that reward 
reductions in the cost of congestion, responsive-
ness to customer needs, inclusive planning and 
LSE investment rights, while holding transmis-
sion owners accountable for poor performance.

These targeted solutions are preferable to, and more

effective than, the above-market equity returns and acceler-

ated depreciation rate incentives some investor-owned

transmission owners are seeking, or relying on "participant

funding" to shift the costs of network additions away from

transmission owners.  These initiatives will not get needed

transmission built on a cost-effective basis, and in some

cases will mean that needed transmission is not construct-

ed.  Return incentives and accelerated depreciation for

ratemaking purposes will burden consumers, adding to

state resistance to transmission additions, while injuring

competitive generation markets and doing little to address

the real risks associated with transmission investment.

Participant funding, which depends on individual market

participants to fund transmission upgrades, is likely to delay

needed construction and create new vested interests in

maintaining congestion, instead of efficiently expanding 

the grid to reliably meet the needs of all users and provid-

ing the infrastructure required for vigorously competitive

generation markets.  For generation competition to work

for consumers, the grid must be robust, not marginally 

adequate.  

4

For generation competition to work for
consumers, the grid must be robust, not
marginally adequate.
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THE PROBLEM

Need for Transmission Investment

Almost everyone agrees that the interstate transmission

grid must be expanded to improve reliability and provide

the infrastructure needed for competitive wholesale 

markets.  Since 1982, transmission capacity relative to peak

transmission use has declined steadily.1 In the twenty years

between 1979 and 1999, transmission investment fell by

more than half.2 According to one widely cited study, 

simply maintaining transmission adequacy at 2000 levels

will require quadrupling currently planned expenditures to

$56 billion by 2011.3 Increasing transmission adequacy 

to the higher levels that existed prior to 2000 will require 

even more investment.4 Investment is needed not only 

to expand the grid, but for research and development of 

new technologies, such as superconducting materials, to

increase the capacity of existing and future transmission

facilities.5

The August 2003 Blackout has focused attention on trans-

mission adequacy.6 At its extreme, the failure to invest in

transmission can lead to blackouts.  A robust grid provides

operators with the ability to keep the lights on in the face of

multiple contingencies, including major storms, generator

outages and high loads.  Redundancy is essential for relia-

bility in a highly integrated network, where problems in one

utility’s system can spread rapidly to neighboring systems.

In addition to undermining reliability, inadequate 

transmission creates bottlenecks in the transmission 

system that have significant economic consequences.  These 

bottlenecks, also known as constraints, foreclose, disrupt

and add costs to the delivery of power supply.  While 

transmission congestion is not new, its frequency is.  In

many areas, congestion is present more than half of the

hours in a year.7 During the summer of 2000, consumers

across the country paid at least $1 billion in additional

costs due to congestion.8 In New England, congestion costs

range from $125 million to $600 million per year.9 On one

transmission path alone in California, congestion costs

amounted to nearly a quarter billion dollars over the 16

months prior to December 2000.10 Clearly, congestion 

is costly, threatens reliability and increases risks of price

volatility and price spikes.

Competitive generation markets will not work with an

inadequate transmission infrastructure.  Vibrant markets

depend on the ability of many suppliers to reach many 

buyers.  Buyers must have choices for competition to 

flourish.  Where the grid is characterized by congestion,

choices narrow rapidly and prices rise.  Those suppliers

that benefit from congestion have an incentive to maintain

it.  In many areas, inadequate transmission is clearly fore-

stalling the development of competitive generation markets.

A robust grid also is needed to enable utilities to achieve

and maintain fuel diversity.  Nearly 94% of new generation
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facilities run on natural gas.11 The economy’s vulnerability

to rising natural gas prices and concerns about security 

of supply will increase to unacceptable levels if we rely 

too heavily on gas-fired plants.   Efficient clean-coal plants 

and renewable resources, such as wind, are viable options, 

but often must be sited distant from population centers.

Excessive transmission congestion costs can put these

resources out of reach.  A weak infrastructure will force 

us to put far too many of our eggs in the gas basket.

Today’s grid is inadequate to reliably support competitive

generation markets for a number of reasons.  The grid 

primarily reflects the planning and investment decisions 

of vertically integrated utilities that generate electricity and

transport it over their own transmission lines to their own

retail customers.  They planned their systems to support

their integrated operations, not to provide a robust 

infrastructure to support regional markets.

New investments in transmission have not kept pace with

need due to a number of factors.  They include regulatory

uncertainty; unpopularity of siting; state retail rate freezes;

concerns about a mismatch between the benefits and cost

responsibility;12 internal competition for capital within 

vertically integrated utilities that have been more interested

in pursuing unregulated businesses; and the need to maxi-

mize profits by protecting generation investments that will

be exposed to competition by a more robust grid.  This last

factor creates an inherent conflict of interest when it comes

to funding transmission expansion to support competitive

markets.13 As the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

("FERC") recently observed:14

Market participants also complain that companies 
that own both transmission and generation 
under-invest in transmission because the resulting 
competitive entry often decreases the value of their 
generation assets.  Much of this problem is directly 
attributable to the remaining incentives and ability 
of vertically integrated utilities to exercise transmis-
sion market power to protect their own generation 
market share.

Finally, the lack of a regional planning process focused

on providing the foundation for vibrant regional markets

has retarded construction and the development and 

implementation of new technologies to expand the transfer 

capability of existing transmission facilities.  Due to the

dynamic and highly integrated nature of the AC grid, an

upgrade in one state may be required to enhance reliability

and relieve congestion in an adjacent state.  Also, a trans-

mission addition may be required in a state to enable an

upgrade undertaken in an adjoining state to function as

planned.  This can lead to a mismatch between the regional

benefits of additions and localized rate recovery for their

costs.15 The grid is regional and should be planned and

constructed on a comprehensive basis to meet regional

needs on a least-cost basis.



If transmission is not built, consumers 
will be struck with declining reliability, 
high congestion costs and uncompetitive
markets.
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Commonly Proposed Solutions Won’t Work

While the reasons why transmission systems have become

inadequate are multiple and subject to some debate, it is

clear that the status quo is not working.  If we are to

achieve the goal of a robust infrastructure, significant

changes in structure and regulatory policy must be made.

Unfortunately, the solutions that have been most commonly

proposed to date are very costly and will not work.

1. Return and Accelerated Depreciation Incentives

Are Costly and Likely Ineffective

Some investor-owned transmission owners claim that a

regulated return sufficient to attract and maintain capital 

for new transmission investment is not enough to induce

needed improvements in the grid.  They want incentives,

such as elevated returns on equity and accelerated 

depreciation of new transmission facilities for ratemaking

purposes.  Such incentives would result in billions of 

dollars of additional cost for consumers.

Proponents claim that without these incentives 

essential transmission will not be built.16 Their claims put

consumers in a lose-lose situation.  If transmission is not

built, consumers will be stuck with declining reliability,

high congestion costs and uncompetitive markets.  With

such incentives, some transmission may be built, but only

by burdening consumers with costs above the actual 

construction and capital cost of the upgrades.  Although

transmission represents a relatively small percentage of

power costs, inflated rates of return and accelerated depre-

ciation will make a significant dent in the expected savings

from competitive generation markets.  In addition, a verti-

cally integrated transmission owner will be able to use

incentive revenues to subsidize its generation sales, giving 

it an unfair leg up on competitors and making the owner

appear to be a more efficient producer than it is.  As a

result, consumers will wind up paying more for transmis-

sion but not realize the full benefits of competitive 

markets.17 Further, increasing returns above the actual,

reasonable cost of capital violates the regulatory compact

for monopoly facilities.18

Rate of return and accelerated depreciation incentives 

are also unlikely to overcome the hurdles to getting trans-

mission built.  These incentives fail to target the actual risks

involved in adding new transmission, namely, the difficulty

of, and delay in, siting and constructing such facilities.

They do nothing to address cash flow during construction

because they kick in only after a facility is completed.  

They also fail to address the mismatch between the benefits

of regionally significant upgrades and localized cost 

assignment, or the conflict of interest created by generation

ownership.



Participant funding invites a game of 
chicken where would-be beneficiaries 
may sit back in the hope that others 
will step forward to bear the cost of 
an upgrade.
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Finally, in many cases, FERC transmission incentives may

be recovered from only the relatively small percentage of

transactions that are at wholesale, excluding the great bulk

of the transmission usage – the transmission owner’s use 

of the grid to serve its retail customers.  This use remains

largely under the control of state regulators,19 who may 

not look kindly on FERC incentives that increase rates.  

In deference to state concerns, FERC recently approved 

a Regional Transmission Organization’s ("RTO") service

agreement that barred application of rate of return incen-

tives to the transmission owner’s bundled retail load.20

If the FERC incentives apply only to wholesale transactions,

they will not yield the revenues claimed to be necessary to

prompt transmission investment, much less overcome the

potent disincentive to construct that affects some vertically

integrated, investor-owned utilities.  Instead, the incentives

will end up competitively burdening transmission depend-

ent utilities ("TDUs") who will pay for them (assuming 

discriminatory application of incentive rates passes muster

under the Federal Power Act), while doing little to promote

needed transmission construction.

2. Participant Funding Will Make Matters Worse, 

Not Better

Some blame lack of transmission construction on state

resistance to raising retail rates to recover the cost of

upgrades that benefit a utility’s competitors and hail 

"participant funding" as a means to overcome this concern.  

As this approach is now implemented,21 transmission

expansion depends on individual market participants 

agreeing to fund an upgrade.  Instead of receiving the

assured return obtained by transmission owners, the 

funding entity would receive rights, in the amount of the

incremental transmission capability produced by the

upgrade, to uncertain revenue streams associated with

future congestion along the grid segments the upgrade

decongested.  This mechanism is poorly adapted to a

dynamic AC grid, where benefits and beneficiaries of an

upgrade are many, difficult to assign, change over time 

and can be enjoyed by "free riders" (i.e., entities other 

than the funding entity).  Participant funding invites a game

of chicken where would-be beneficiaries may sit back in

the hope that others will step forward to bear the cost of 

an upgrade.  Meanwhile, transmission construction and the

associated benefits to consumers are delayed.  It should

come as no surprise that some of the strongest proponents

of this approach are likely to benefit significantly by 

forestalling new generation construction and keeping 

independent generators out of the market.  The result also

may be to undermine regional markets by trapping low-cost

generation.

At a time when getting transmission built promptly is

imperative, it is unwise to rely on this untested mechanism.

Recent developments raise questions whether this model is
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feasible even for new merchant DC transmission lines,

where benefits and beneficiaries can readily be identified

and do not change over time, and access can be controlled.

Of the few DC projects, including merchant lines, that have

been proposed, some have had difficulty attracting investors

using a participant funding approach.22

Finally, participant funding’s justification of upgrades

based on private benefits to specified market participants,

rather than public benefits typically required to be 

demonstrated to achieve state approval, will make the 

difficult state transmission siting process even harder.  

Structural Solutions

1. Inclusive Stand-Alone Transmission Companies

Stand-alone, transmission-only companies that provide

the opportunity for passive TDU investment offer a strategy

that will get needed transmission built promptly.  Their sole

focus should be the ownership, operation, construction and

maintenance of a robust transmission system.  Corporate

separation and a restriction on participation in generation

markets will free transmission from the internal competi-

tion for capital that exists within a vertically integrated or

holding company structure and eliminate the disincentive 

to build transmission that affects generation owners.

Transmission-only companies should be very attractive to

investors seeking stable, low-risk returns.  Network service

or access charges ensure a very stable and safe stream 

of revenues to pay dividends and internally fund a portion 

of new construction, in addition to supporting the favorable

bond ratings needed to attract low-cost capital.  For these

reasons, investment interest in the few stand-alone trans-

mission companies that exist today has been strong.23

Municipal and cooperative utility participation in 

transmission-only companies will enhance the companies’

viability and attractiveness.  These utilities serve over 25%

of the retail customers in the U.S.24 and, as discussed



ATC demonstrates that stable, regulated
revenue streams give the financial 
community the assurances it needs to 
provide capital for expansion without 
use of high-cost incentives.
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below, generally have stronger credit ratings than investor-

owned utilities.  Participation by these entities will signifi-

cantly broaden the base of support for new transmission.

Such participation also will enlarge sources of investment

capital and expand the facilities that can be transferred to

the stand-alone company, creating a better coordinated,

regionally operated grid without the gaps that will exist 

if municipal and cooperative utilities are excluded.

American Transmission Company, LLC ("ATC") shows 

how this model can work.  Pursuant to Wisconsin law,25

ATC was formed by several formerly vertically integrated

utilities with operations in Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois,

and a Wisconsin municipal joint action agency.  Four of its

founding members, We Energies, Madison Gas & Electric

Co., Wisconsin Public Service Corp. and Wisconsin Power 

& Light Co., divested their transmission assets to ATC.  In

exchange for their facilities, these members received 50%

of their transmission investment back in cash on a tax-free

basis and ownership interests in ATC representing the

remainder of their contributions.26 The fifth founding 

member, Wisconsin Public Power Inc., had no transmission

assets and so contributed cash in exchange for its owner-

ship interests.  Since its founding, ATC’s membership has

grown to 28 members, including 21 municipal and cooper-

ative utilities.  While they have different ownership interests,

each of the founding members has only one director on

ATC’s board, with an equal vote.  The founding members’

voice is balanced by four independent directors and an

independent CEO.  To ensure non-discriminatory opera-

tions, the company has turned over operation of its 

transmission facilities to the Midwest Independent

Transmission System Operator ("MISO").

ATC demonstrates that stable, regulated revenue streams

give the financial community the assurances it needs to 

provide capital for expansion without use of high-cost

incentives.  In April 2001, barely three months after its

start-up, ATC successfully sold $300 million of bonds in a

private placement.  The bonds were rated "A-" by S&P, "A1"

by Moody’s and "A" by Fitch.  ATC’s current credit ratings

have risen to A1/A.27 These high ratings were not the 

product of an incentive rate of return or accelerated 

depreciation.  Rather, the ratings are attributable to the 

stable revenues generated from ATC’s sale of transmission

services.  Addressing "Key Credit Considerations" in its

March 2001 report on ATC, then a brand new company,

Fitch deemed highly significant that more than 95% of ATC’s

revenue requirements is guaranteed recovery from trans-

mission customers serving loads on the ATC system.28 Fitch

specifically cited as a key positive credit consideration the

company’s structure that permits investor-owned, coopera-

tive and municipal utilities to participate, which encourages

cooperation and support among stakeholders, including

state regulators.29
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ATC has succeeded in greatly accelerating transmission

construction.30 During the four-year period 2001-2004, the

formerly vertically integrated members of ATC intended to

spend $246 million on transmission construction.  ATC’s

initial budget for the same period more than doubled that

amount to $646 million.  ATC’s most recent ten-year budget

(2003-2012) includes up to $2.8 billion of new transmis-

sion investment.31 In the next five years, municipal and

cooperative utilities are likely to contribute up to an 

additional $60 million to fund ATC’s transmission expansion

plan, more than tripling their initial investment.  ATC 

attributes its success to its concentrated focus as a single-

purpose transmission company committed to meeting the

transmission needs of all its customers, as required by its

authorizing statute.

Vermont Electric Power Company ("VELCO") offers 

an earlier example of an inclusive, transmission-only 

company’s successfully constructing, owning, maintaining

and operating transmission facilities.  VELCO was created 

in the 1950s by Vermont’s investor-owed utilities.  Initially

excluded, municipal and cooperative utilities won the right

to participate in VELCO in the 1970s through conditions

placed on nuclear plant licenses to address situations

"inconsistent with the antitrust laws."32 Today, municipal

and cooperative participation is an integral part of VELCO’s

mechanism for financing transmission investment.

Vermont’s investor-owned, municipal and cooperative

utilities own VELCO through equity contributions based

upon each participant’s share of the total customer load

connected to the system ("load ratio share").  The

resources available to municipal and cooperative utilities to

finance their equity contributions help VELCO raise capital.

VELCO places debt and calls for additional equity from the

owners when financing transmission expansion, such as its

ongoing $250 million effort.  Recently, VELCO changed the

debt-equity ratio for such financings from 90/10 to 75/25,

making the equity participation of municipal and coopera-

tive utilities more significant and demonstrating that safe

transmission investments can be leveraged to reduce total

capital costs.

VELCO plans for and serves the transmission needs of

Vermont’s electric utilities.  VELCO also makes its transmis-

sion facilities available for service under the New England

regional tariff.  Development of the regional transmission

grid is advanced through facilities constructed as part of

VELCO’s state-wide network, as well as through VELCO’s

participation in the New England regional planning process.

Another example of an inclusive, stand-alone transmis-

sion company is TRANSLink.  Like ATC and VELCO,

TRANSLink was structured to accommodate municipal and

cooperative contributions of facilities and investment, as

well as investor-owned participation.  The intent of the
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TRANSLink proposal was to form a transmission-only com-

pany to operate the existing facilities of its participants and

to plan, finance and own needed new facilities.  Although

TRANSLink’s development is now on hold because of 

"continued regulatory and market uncertainty,"33 the model 

was approved by FERC and enjoyed broad support.34

Its participants would have come from Colorado, Illinois,

Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Mexico,

North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas and

Wisconsin.  FERC’s Chairman called TRANSLink’s apparent

failure "horrible" and expressed hope that TRANSLink can

be salvaged and expanded.35

2. Shared System Model 

A structural alternative to the stand-alone model that 

provides many of the same benefits is the shared or joint

system.  Under this model, the transmission facilities of two

or more utilities in an area are planned and operated joint-

ly, as a single system, pursuant to a long-term agreement.

Ownership in the joint system generally is in proportion 

to each participant’s load ratio share of the customer load

connected to the system.  In exchange for its investment,

each owner has undivided use rights over all the facilities

comprising the joint system, generally with no additional

charges.

A common feature of these arrangements is joint plan-

ning.  Responsibility for funding transmission expansion 

is generally based upon each participant’s load ratio share,

and need not be tied to additions contiguous with the par-

ticipant’s system.  Joint planning provides the opportunity to

optimize the size and placement, and accelerate the timing,

of additions to meet the needs of all load serving entities, so

that all load is efficiently and reliably served, conflicts are

minimized and support for siting of new transmission 

facilities is broadened.  In addition to lessening disputes,

the joint system model creates a community of interest that

facilitates construction of a least-cost system, rather than

one reflecting the competitive interest of a single dominant

owner.

Shared system arrangements have a long history of 

success in Georgia, Indiana, Minnesota, North and South

Dakota, and elsewhere.  The Appendix to this White Paper

describes specific examples of TDU investment in joint

transmission systems.

The success of inclusive, stand-alone transmission 

companies and shared systems is not surprising.  These

models align the interests of area LSEs, broaden the 

planning process and provide new sources of capital.  

TDU investors have strong incentives to keep costs down,

because the capital costs of grid expansion directly impact

the delivered price of power to customers, the principal

economic driver for municipal and cooperative systems.

12
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Their strong credit ratings enable them to access needed

capital.36    Grid investment also provides TDUs with a 

long-term, steady revenue stream that hedges against rising

power supply costs, in the same manner as vertically inte-

grated, investor-owned utilities enjoy.

Engaging all LSEs in the planning process and the 

resulting investment not only ensures that the grid meets

the needs of all consumers, but also broadens support in

the often contentious siting process.  These models reduce

the regulatory conflicts inherent in a system where trans-

mission "haves" control access to and planning of facilities

needed by transmission "have-nots" and impose transmis-

sion charges that can be used to confer a competitive

advantage in their competition with the "have-nots."37

Further, dispersing control among multiple participants 

in a shared system provides a potent counterweight to a

dominant owner’s disincentive to construct transmission

that may reduce the value of its generation.  In short, by

minimizing conflicts and opening up the planning and

expansion process, the inclusive stand-alone and shared

system models bring a broader perspective to meeting the

transmission needs of the participants and the region.

Although many TDUs have long sought to invest in the

transmission grid, they have been turned down by investor-

owned utilities.38 Ironically, some investor-owned utilities

have demanded rate incentives to build at the same time

they have refused to permit investment by TDUs.

Policymakers should look with suspicion at requests 

for incentives by those who deny TDUs the opportunity to 

invest in the grid on comparable terms, and should support

the efforts of TDUs ready, willing and able to share respon-

sibility for our nation’s grid.

Regulatory Solutions

1. Ratemaking Devices to Reduce Transmission

Investment Risk and Attract Capital at

Reasonable Cost

The risks of adding transmission primarily involve the 

difficulty of, and delay in, siting and constructing the facili-

ties.  To site transmission, utilities often must incur signifi-

cant pre-certification expenses that are at risk if a permit 

to build facilities is not granted.  They also must commit

substantial amounts of capital to transmission construction

with recovery of such dollars delayed until facilities are put

in service.  Incentive rates of return and accelerated depre-

ciation for ratemaking purposes do not address these risks.

In contrast, each of the six ratemaking strategies 

discussed below is designed to address the real risks and

deterrents associated with transmission investment.  Not

only should such measures attract transmission investors 

by making such investment safer, but they also should

reduce the cost of capital for transmission and result in
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more equitable assignment of upgrade costs.  Because they

minimize transmission costs borne by consumers rather

than increasing them, these strategies are more likely to be

adopted in a coordinated manner by both state and federal

regulators, and to reduce state resistance to transmission

additions.  In short, instead of allowing above-market equity

returns and accelerated depreciation incentives, regulators

should adopt the policies discussed below, which have a

real chance to get needed transmission constructed at 

reasonable cost.

(a) Allow current recovery of pre-certification

expenses. In many jurisdictions, costs incurred for new

transmission lines before receipt of siting and other regula-

tory approvals may not be expensed as incurred.  Instead,

these costs are held to be capitalized as part of the project

if it goes forward.  If the project is not completed, recovery

is at risk.  This treatment (i) creates investor uncertainty

because of the controversy that inevitably occurs in siting

major transmission projects; and (ii) adds to construction

cash flow problems because the transmission owner spends

money on what can be a lengthy, contentious certification

process without current recovery.  A win-win solution is to

permit current recovery in rates of reasonable and prudent

pre-certification expenses for major new transmission 

projects, an approach that FERC has approved for ATC.39

This treatment shields investors from risks associated with

required pre-certification activities without increasing the

life-cycle cost of the transmission facility to consumers.

(b) Allow construction-work-in-progress (CWIP) 

in rate base. Currently, most regulatory bodies do not

allow utility rates to include a return on (or to treat as an

expense) construction funds invested in projects until 

the project goes into operation.  Instead, these costs are

carried by the utility and added, along with the carrying

costs incurred during construction, to its rate base when

the project is put in service, increasing the amounts on

which the utility may earn a return and recover deprecia-

tion over the life of the facility.  The alternative would be to

allow a current return in rates on transmission construction

funds.  For investors, including CWIP in rate base will

increase the certainty of recovery and provide significant

cash flow to support construction of needed transmission

facilities with less reliance on external sources of capital.

In a recent application, ATC said that its proposed 

CWIP treatment, which FERC accepted,40 would allow it to

maintain its financial ratios and ratings during its aggressive

construction program and complete the program more

quickly, while requiring $107.2 million less debt and 

$118 million less equity compared to traditional CWIP

treatment.41 Over a twenty-year period, ATC calculates that

this mechanism will save its customers almost half a billion

dollars compared to elevated rate of return incentives.42
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Inclusion of CWIP in rate base increases rates to con-

sumers somewhat in early years, while decreasing rates 

in later years.  Recovery of CWIP raises significant issues 

of inter-generational equity in connection with generation

investments.  However, those issues are minimized in the

transmission context, where on-system customers have no

choice but to use the grid.  By spreading the costs over the

construction period and the life of the facility, the effect on

rates is minimized.  In contrast, accelerated depreciation

amplifies inter-generational issues and the cost burden on

consumers by significantly increasing rates for a period of

time far shorter than the life of the facility.

(c) Allow "formula" transmission rates. Transmission

costs are primarily fixed and represent a small portion of a

utility’s total costs.  Because rate cases are costly and time

consuming, transmission rates may not keep pace with new

investment.  A solution is to allow "formula" rates, subject

to audit by FERC and customers, so that transmission rates

accurately track current costs — when they increase or

decrease.  FERC has approved formula rates for transmis-

sion owners participating in MISO and, recognizing that

they provide "timely recovery of the cost of transmission

expansion," has recently suggested them to PJM transmis-

sion owners.43 The FERC-approved, customer-supported

formula transmission rate for ATC was one of the key credit

considerations underpinning ATC’s high credit rating.44 A

high credit rating improves access to capital and reduces

the cost of both debt and equity.

(d) Conform equity cost and capital structure to

transmission’s risk profile. The regulatory measures

discussed above are designed to reduce risk and therefore

encourage transmission investment.  Regulators should

ensure that consumers realize the associated capital cost

benefits that result from these measures and that equity

returns reflect the low-risk profile of transmission.

Strategies that demonstrate a commitment to minimizing 

the costs to consumers of construction should diminish

opposition to needed grid investments.

For example, S&P’s 2003 Corporate Ratings Criteria find

transmission/distribution systems less risky and generators

more risky, requiring very different capital structures and

coverage ratios to achieve the same rating:45

[U]tilities scoring is from 1 to 10—with 1 
representing the best.  Companies with a strong 
business profile—typically, transmission/distribu-
tion utilities—are scored 1 through 4; those facing 
greater competitive threats—such as power genera-
tors—would wind up with an overall business 
profile score of 7 to 10.

S&P combines its business profile evaluations and 

financial profile (quantitative) evaluations to determine 

a company’s rating.  A utility with a strong business profile

rating (like the transmission and/or distribution ("T&D")

companies) can have less financial protection (i.e., more

15
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leverage) than one with a weaker business profile (vertical-

ly integrated or generation company) and still achieve the

same rating.  For these reasons, S&P’s financial ratio guide-

lines for investment grade ratings show lower debt ratios

and higher coverage ratios as targets for utilities with 

generation than for T&D companies.46

State and federal regulators should insist that the rates 

to consumers reflect an equity return and a capital struc-

ture that comport with the lower risk profile of transmis-

sion investment.  Texas regulators have already done so.  In

establishing the capital structure to be used by transmission

and distribution utilities in unbundled cost of service cases,

the Texas Public Utility Commission established a 60/40

debt/equity capital structure, rather than the 50% equity

capital structure more typical of vertically integrated utili-

ties.  The Texas Commission found this structure will allow

transmission/distribution companies "to attract sufficient

capital at reasonable rates, while minimizing costs to the

ratepayers" and that "any increase in the financial risk due

to the higher debt leverage is offset by the lower business

risk" faced by these utilities.47 Because the cost of debt is

considerably lower than the cost of equity, the difference

between a 50/50 and 60/40 debt/equity structure will 

produce significant savings for consumers, especially 

when combined with a return on equity that also reflects

the lower risk posed by transmission investment.

In addition to accurately reflecting equity costs in rates

and using more leveraged capital structures, regulators and

transmission owners should examine the use of preferred

stock as another means of reducing the overall cost of 

capital for transmission.

(e) Develop strategies to access investors seeking

solid, low-risk monopoly infrastructure investments.

In addition to the foregoing traditional regulatory

approaches to keeping rates reasonable, regulators and

transmission owners should develop strategies to access

capital from the large pool of investors that is looking for

very stable, close to fixed-rate returns and is not willing to

take the risks entailed in ventures that offer the potential to

earn higher returns.  Such investors would include pension

funds and IRA and 401(k) investors.

These strategies may come in several forms.  They 

would include the promotion of inclusive, transmission-

only companies discussed above, and development of new

investment vehicles that would allow Wall Street to market

transmission securities designed for such investors, either

through investment trusts or securitization-like bonds.

Representatives of the investment community recently told

FERC that they are looking for precisely these kinds of low-

risk opportunities in the electricity industry.48 While legisla-

tion would help provide regulatory certainty (as it has in

states with laws regarding the securitization of stranded
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costs in the transition to retail competition),49 even without

legislation the near-assured stream of revenues associated

with transmission should support transmission investment

trusts, revenue bonds and similar instruments designed to

achieve a lower overall cost of capital than traditional utility

financing.

For example, "income trusts" have been used in Canada

to finance infrastructure projects and other ventures with

very stable revenues.  Investors in these trusts seek the

solid, relatively certain returns that can be achieved by a

pledge of revenues to the trust.  Securitization bonds work

in a similar fashion.  Generally, a state law allows a non-

bypassable charge on a utility bill for stranded costs or

environmental improvements, along with a pledge of the

revenues from the charge to secure bonds used to fund the

costs.  Almost no equity is required, producing a capital

cost much lower than traditional utility financing.

To facilitate such innovative devices for major transmis-

sion projects, regulators could grant a life of facility return

and designate an associated capital structure.  Such treat-

ment would not break new ground.  Several states have

moved in this direction in connection with generation

investment.

For example, a 2001 Iowa law permits utilities to request

state regulators to set "advance ratemaking principles" for

items such as the definition of rate base and the return on

common equity for the life of proposed generation.  This

law provides regulatory certainty not previously available to

Iowa utilities, which (like those in many jurisdictions) had

to wait until new facilities were in service before learning

how regulators would treat their investment initially, with

such treatment remaining subject to change by future regu-

lators.50 The law has already helped support development

of a large new coal plant.51

Recent Wisconsin legislation permits energy utilities to

issue "environmental trust bonds" to fund environmental

control activities (e.g., adding pollution control equipment

or retiring polluting plants).  Non-bypassable charges 

create a steady revenue stream dedicated to servicing 

the bonds.  The issuing utility can use the revenues for 

no other purpose.  Among the criteria applied by the state 

regulator when considering a request for bond approval is

whether this financing vehicle will reduce overall costs to

customers.52 The trust vehicle also can improve a utility’s

overall balance sheet, and thereby lower financing costs for

other capital requirements.  One utility has projected that

this mechanism will yield savings of $500 million over ten

years for environmental enhancements costing $1 billion.53

In contrast, participant-funded investment is high risk—

supported by an uncertain long-term stream of congestion

revenues in the area where congestion is relieved, at least
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to some degree, by the upgrade.  High-risk investments

have high capital costs.54 Infrastructure investments in 

a monopoly service context should be funded largely by

low-cost debt and equity, not through experimental 

mechanisms that create unnecessary risk.

(f) Require competitive bidding of capital require-

ments, where utilities demand return and deprecia-

tion incentives. Another alternative to the "no transmis-

sion without incentives" demands of some investor-owned

utilities is the capital market.  Where an owner insists on

return and accelerated depreciation incentives as an

inducement, regulators should require that entity to bid 

out the capital component of major projects.  A competitive

solicitation will allow the market to determine the cost 

of capital required to fund transmission additions.  The

investment would be passive; control of the construction

and operation of the project would remain with the trans-

mission owner or RTO.  Through this mechanism, low-risk,

long-term transmission infrastructure investments may be

matched with investors seeking the kind of stable, annuity-

type investment returns that have successfully sustained the

electricity industry for years.

The bidding requirement should not apply to stand-alone

transmission companies because it would undermine their

business model, which already includes a potent incentive

to invest in new transmission.  However, transmission com-

panies should be required to demonstrate that their 

construction and ownership costs are just and reasonable,

and neither return incentives nor accelerated depreciation

should be permitted.

The requirement for a competitive solicitation would 

be triggered at the time a major transmission upgrade 

or expansion is identified for which the owner asks for an

incentive return or accelerated depreciation.  For example,

where an RTO’s planning process identifies a needed proj-

ect, the RTO could issue a request for proposals to fund 

the capital requirements if the owner is reluctant to make

the investment.  Interested investors, or pools of investors

organized by investment firms, would submit bids that fix

the overall return cost, capital structure, taxes and depreci-

ation for the project.  These pools could be structured with

debt and/or equity options for different investors.  The RTO

would select the bid or bids that will fund the project at the

lowest overall cost.  Where a vertically integrated utility,

rather than an RTO, is responsible for the transmission

planning and expansion process, the utility should be

required to contract with an independent third party 

to conduct the competitive solicitation.

There should be no shortage of interested bidders.  

A significant segment of investors, such as pension funds,

need choices that provide stability and security, as opposed

to high potential returns with significant risk.  The opportu-
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nity for a year-in, year-out safe, regulated return should

look very good to many people with 401(k) accounts 

compared to recent experience.  TDUs also may take

advantage of this opportunity to invest in transmission.

To work well, this bidding solution will require regulatory

policies or legislation that provide certainty on rates of

return, capital structure and depreciation, along the lines

discussed in the previous section.

2. Spread the Cost of High Voltage, Backbone Lines

Across Broad Regions

Due to the dynamic and highly integrated nature of the 

AC grid, high voltage, backbone transmission lines provide

benefits beyond the immediate geographic area where they

are constructed.  In recognition of this fact and to respond

to one of the major criticisms of "license plate" pricing

(where a subset of customers benefited by such lines must

bear the entirety of their costs), FERC should assign the

costs of major backbone facilities across all regional load.

Broadly spreading "highway" transmission costs not only

will match cost imposition to those who benefit, including

remote beneficiaries of a grid upgrade, but also will reduce

consumer burden and therefore resistance to construction.

One approach would be adoption of pricing similar to

that advocated by TRANSLink.55 The TRANSLink proposal

addresses both the need to spread the costs of regionally

significant upgrades and the problem of unfairly burdening

an area with transmission costs for generation built to 

serve load in other areas.  The proposal better aligns trans-

mission pricing for both existing and new facilities to cost

causation.  Under the TRANSLink rate design, the costs of

regional highway facilities would be spread to everyone in

the region and the costs for the local area grid would be

paid by both the load and the generation in the local area.

Similarly, in New England, FERC has approved recovering

the costs of "Pool Transmission Facilities" (or "PTF") on 

a region-wide basis because of their "diffuse network bene-

fits," while the costs of "non-PTF" facilities are recovered

on a local system basis.56 Such approaches are most easily

adopted in the RTO context, but the absence of an RTO

should not bar their use in regions without an RTO, 

given the highly integrated nature of the regional grid.57

Failure to spread the costs of regionally significant 

facilities is likely to cause needed transmission not to 

be built because of objections from those who would be

unfairly assessed its costs, or cause facilities to be built 

at less-than-optimal size in order to make them affordable.

Regional highway pricing is far better than participant fund-

ing, which further localizes upgrade costs on individual

market participants.  Unlike participant funding, broadly

spreading the cost of regionally significant facilities 

recognizes that transmission upgrades almost always 
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have multiple and changing beneficiaries.58 It also avoids

the difficult and unrealistic task of trying to differentiate

between reliability and economic additions, and then 

seeking funds from entities willing to speculate on potential

congestion revenues.

Adoption of a regional highway approach to funding

transmission would also reduce uncertainty over what 

the rules of the transmission game will be.  For example, 

under the planning and expansion process recently

approved for PJM, each economic upgrade (identified 

as one not immediately required for reliability) needed 

to reduce "unhedgeable congestion" (constraints causing 

congestion hedgeable at some cost, no matter how high,

would not be covered by this process) would be subject to

specific cost allocation, determined after conducting a cost-

benefit analysis showing the upgrade to be beneficial.  The

upgrade must then be shelved for a year, to give the market

a chance to respond with alternative proposals.59 During

the years taken up by this potentially contentious allocation

process and then the siting and construction process, con-

sumers subject to the unhedgeable congestion would con-

tinue to be burdened.  Participant funding holds even

greater prospects for delay, while market participants wait

for others to step up to fund upgrades from which they too

will benefit.

3. Regional Planning to Achieve Cost-Effective

and Efficient Solutions

Effective regional transmission planning is an essential

component of the solution to grid inadequacy, as recog-

nized by both federal and state officials.  The Department 

of Energy has called for "open regional planning processes

that consider a wide range of alternatives, accelerating the

siting and permitting of needed facilities, taking full advan-

tage of advanced transmission technologies, and incorpo-

rating appropriate safeguards to ensure the physical and

cyber security of the system."60 The National Governors

Association supports the use of regional, interstate mecha-

nisms for transmission planning, consistent with regional

electricity markets.61 Several western governors have cited

regional planning as critical to a large grid where expan-

sions in one area, such as the Rocky Mountains, will yield

benefits to consumers throughout the West, including fuel

diversity.62

State and federal regulators should require that major

grid additions be planned on a regional basis to meet the

needs of all LSEs on a least-cost, integrated system basis.

Regional planning will result in a lower cost, more efficient

system than the balkanized planning of many individual

owners focused only on their own needs and influenced by

conflicting competitive objectives.  The regional planning

process should consider all viable alternatives, including
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new technologies to increase the transfer capability of exist-

ing facilities and distributed generation.  Regional, inclusive

planning of major additions should reduce siting controver-

sy, facilitate state needs assessments and eventually lead to

regional siting mechanisms.

RTOs, inclusive stand-alone transmission companies and

shared systems all facilitate regional planning.  Where these

structures do not exist, regulators should exercise their

conditioning authority, and employ both the carrot and the

stick, to achieve a strong regional planning process.

4. Performance-Based Rates to Hold Transmission

Owners Accountable

Performance-based rates designed to spur efficient grid

investment and operation by transmission owners and to

make RTOs accountable to customers and regulators

should be adopted.  Such rates should be designed to

reward desired outcomes.  Transmission owners that

exceed specific performance goals should be rewarded.

Conversely, transmission owners that perform poorly should

be penalized.  Reasonable performance measures include

(i) promptly eliminating or minimizing congestion costs (in

light of existing and planned uses, and load growth); (ii)

planning and building transmission through an open and

inclusive regional process for the benefit of all users; (iii)

providing opportunities for TDU investment in transmission;

(iv) significantly shortening interconnection and transmis-

sion request queues; (v) adopting innovative approaches 

to attract low-cost capital for transmission additions; (vi)

rendering excellent customer service; and (vii) maintaining

exemplary reliability.  Within a non-profit ISO/RTO 

structure, management compensation should be tied to 

performance, including customer satisfaction and cost 

controls, to achieve accountability.

Experience in telecommunications suggests that 

performance-based rates "can deliver (1) lower prices, 

(2) increased network modernization, and (3) higher

earnings, with (4) no pronounced reduction in overall

service quality."63 Performance-based rates are finding

increasing acceptance in the electric utility industry, 

specifically in the area of transmission services.64

FERC has long embraced the concept of performance-

based rates.  Specifically, FERC Order 2000 invited perform-

ance-based rates that met the regulatory standards of its

1992 incentive rate policy.65 Order 2000 also required that

PBR proposals be prospective; encompass both rewards

and penalties; provide quantifiable benefits to consumers;

not be applied piecemeal; create incentives for efficient

operating and investment decisions; maintain quality of

service; and not compromise reliability.  FERC specified that

benefits of PBR should be shared with customers.  Rewards

and penalties should be prescribed in advance based on
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known and measurable benchmarks.66 However, care must

be taken not to adopt PBR mechanisms such as rate freezes

that may impair the ability to finance transmission expan-

sions and create disincentives to construct.

It is not surprising that investor-owned transmission 

owners generally prefer rate-of-return and accelerated

depreciation incentives that entail no potential for downside

adjustments if the incented benefits do not materialize.  

As far as TAPS is aware, FERC has received no true PBR

proposals for transmission, but many requests for incen-

tives.67 Well-crafted, performance-based rates, as used by 

a number of state commissions,68 are a far better approach

than one-way incentives that raise costs to consumers 

without accountability.

It is essential that regulators and other policymakers

focus their attention on effective strategies to dramatically

improve our nation’s electric transmission infrastructure.

Health and safety, as well as a strong economy, depend

upon promptly reversing the downward trend of investment

in this crucial area.  This must be done in ways that will 

be effective and at the same time minimize the cost to 

consumers.  This White Paper proposes a number of 

specific steps that can and should be taken to achieve 

this important goal.
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Examples of Shared System Model

Georgia: In Georgia during the 1970s, the Municipal

Electric Authority of Georgia ("MEAG"), the City of Dalton

and Oglethorpe Power Company, a cooperative, joined with

Georgia Power Company (part of the Southern Company) 

to create the Georgia Integrated Transmission System

("ITS").  Participants’ investment responsibility is based

upon their load ratio shares.  At the ITS’s inception, MEAG,

for example, made an initial investment of some $85 mil-

lion in Georgia Power’s transmission facilities to satisfy its

load ratio investment obligation.  Since then, MEAG has

invested more than $200 million in the ITS.  Through 

a joint planning process, participants are also assigned

responsibility for new facilities in order to maintain a load

ratio sharing of total ITS investment.  Each ITS participant is

responsible for the costs, including maintenance costs, of

its own facilities.  The ITS facilities themselves are operated

by Southern Company, which offers service on the com-

bined ITS facilities under its open access transmission tariff.

Indiana: In Indiana beginning in the late 1970s and

continuing into the mid-1980s, municipal utility Indiana

Municipal Power Agency ("IMPA"), cooperative utility

Wabash Valley Power Association ("WVPA") and investor-

owned utility PSI Energy (now part of Cinergy) agreed to a

series of joint transmission and power coordination agree-

ments which formed the Joint Transmission System ("JTS").

IMPA purchased transmission facilities from PSI in order 

to provide IMPA with JTS ownership reflecting its load 

ratio share of total JTS investment.  (WVPA already owned

transmission facilities that it dedicated to the JTS.)  Since

formation of the JTS, IMPA has invested approximately $65

million in the grid.  IMPA’s investment is currently slightly

higher than the load ratio share corresponding to its 570

MW load in the Cinergy area.  In exchange for their 

investments, the JTS participants receive interests as 

"tenants in common" to use the JTS.  Annually, the partici-

pants compare actual use to their investment.  If a party’s

use is more than its investment, it makes a deficiency pay-

ment to the surplus party or parties.  The joint planning

process carried out under the parties’ agreements can

result in the assignment of responsibility for construction of

new facilities in order to maintain investment proportional

to participants’ load ratio shares.  PSI Energy operates and

maintains the JTS, and it offers transmission service on the

combined JTS facilities under the Cinergy, now MISO, open

access transmission tariff.

Minnesota, North Dakota and South Dakota:

In the mid-1980s, Missouri Basin Municipal Power Agency,

which is today known as Missouri River Energy Services

("MRES") (acting as agent for Western Minnesota

Municipal Power Agency), and Cooperative Power

Association, which is today known as Great River Energy

("GRE"), each entered into arrangements with Otter Tail
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Power Company that created partially overlapping 

MRES-Otter Tail and GRE-Otter Tail integrated transmission

systems ("ITS").  Under the ITS agreements, each utility is

responsible for owning and financing its load ratio share of

the transmission facilities.  At the outset of the MRES/Otter

Tail ITS, MRES purchased facilities from Otter Tail to bring

its actual investment in line with its load ratio share invest-

ment obligation.  Over the years, MRES has increased its

transmission investments, which today exceed $25 million.

Like other joint arrangements, there is an equalization

mechanism that provides opportunities and, in some cases,

obligations to purchase transmission assets from the other

party to maintain load ratio share investment responsibility.

In the MRES/Otter Tail area, MRES is responsible for

approximately 30% of the transmission facilities; in the

GRE/Otter Tail area, GRE is responsible for approximately

50% of the transmission.  While there is no three-way

agreement, the net effect of these two arrangements is to

share the transmission responsibility among Otter Tail,

MRES and GRE in the overlap area on a proportional basis.

In exchange for their investments, the ITS participants have

use rights across the shared system without the necessity 

of paying an additional rate.  The system is jointly planned.

Presently, Otter Tail operates and maintains the combined

ITS facilities and offers transmission service on them under

the Otter Tail, now MISO, open access transmission tariff.

Minnesota: During the early 1980s in Minnesota,

municipal, cooperative and investor-owned utilities entered

into a series of "Shared Transmission System" or "STS"

agreements.  Like the joint arrangements discussed above,

the STS agreements in Minnesota were based on the princi-

ple that participants would invest in, construct and own

transmission in amounts reflecting their share of the loads

connected to the STS.  In exchange for the investments, 

participants would receive rights to use of the STS, which

would be operated on a joint basis.  Municipal utility

Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency ("SMMPA")

entered into STS agreements with cooperative utilities

Dairyland Power Cooperative and United Power Association

(the latter now part of Great River Energy) and with

investor-owned utilities Interstate Power (now part of

Alliant) and Northern States Power (now part of Xcel

Energy).  SMMPA contributed already-constructed 

transmission, purchased facilities and constructed new

ones to reach its load ratio share level of ownership under

the agreements with each of these companies.  SMMPA’s

transmission, which today has a book value of more than

$100 million, is operated by SMMPA’s STS counterparts who

offer transmission service on the combined facilities under

open access transmission tariffs.69
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